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When Turkey entered the World War in October, 1914,
she realized that the Arabs enrolled in the Turkish army
would probably constitute a negative factor; but she
feared still more that her nominal subjects would seize
this opportunity to pounce upon their national masters.
The British were quick to sense the situation and in-
trigued at once with the Sherif of Mecca and other
influential leaders. The basis for negotiation was some
kind of an Arab independent regime, freed from the rule
of the Turks. The Arabs were ready to drive the best
bargain possible in return for their participation in the
war, but naturally had distinct preference for an alliance
with the power or powers which would give them money,
a greater measure of liberty, and support of their
national aspirations.
The aid of the Arabs was solicited by the British by
means of subsidies and through an important series of
agreements and understandings, only a few of which have
seen the light of day. The most notable of these was the
British arrangement with Husain ibn Ali, Grand Sherif
of Mecca, whereby the latter was promised British sup-
port for a single Arab confederacy or a group of con-
federacies in the event of the successful prosecution of
the war. (Note carefully Select Document 4.) At the
Kuwait conference, which was attended by the Sheikh
of Mohammerah, whose allegiance to the Shiahs has
always been shaky and whose support was necessary to
make secure the southern outlet from the Anglo-Persian
oil fields, the ruler of Nejd was reported to state that he
believed the British policy to be that of aiding the Arab
cause. Thereupon, Ibn Saud received from the British
the distinction of K. C. I. E., and a liberal subsidy stated
at that time to be two thousand pounds sterling monthly
in gold, or its equivalent in Indian rupees, in addition
to ordinary expenses. Sir Percy Cox demonstrated
further his Intimate knowledge of Middle Eastern affairs

